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Abstract. We propose a procedure for computing Nash equilibria in
multi-player timed games with reachability objectives. Our procedure is
based on the construction of a finite concurrent game, and on a generic
characterization of Nash equilibria in (possibly infinite) concurrent games.
Along the way, we use our characterization to compute Nash equilibria
in finite concurrent games.

1 Introduction

Timed games. Game theory (especially games played on graphs) has been used in
computer science as a powerful framework for modelling interactions in embedded
systems [15, 10]. Over the last fifteen years, games have been extended with
the ability to depend on timing informations. Timed games allows for a more
faithful representation of reactive systems, while preserving decidability of several
important properties, such as the existence of a winning strategy for one of the
agents to achieve her goal, whatever the other agents do [3]. Efficient algorithms
exist and have been implemented, e.g. in the tool Uppaal Tiga [4].

Zero-sum vs. non-zero-sum games. In this purely antagonist view, games can be
seen as two-player games, where one agent plays against another one. Moreover,
the objectives of those two agents are opposite: the aim of the second player is
simply to prevent the first player from winning her own objective. More generally,
a (positive or negative) payoff can be associated with each outcome of the game,
which can be seen as the amount the second player will have to pay to the first
player. Those games are said to be zero-sum.

In many cases, however, games can be non-zero-sum, especially when they
involve more than two agents, whose objectives may not be complementary. Such
games appear e.g. in various problems in telecommunications, where several agents
try to send data on a network [9]. Focusing only on surely-winning strategies in
this setting may then be too narrow: surely-winning strategies must be winning
against any behaviour of the other agents, and does not consider the fact that
the other agents also try to achieve their own objectives.

Nash equilibria. In the non-zero-sum game setting, it is then more interesting
to look for equilibria. For instance, a Nash equilibrium is a behaviour of the
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agents in which they play rationally, in the sense that no agent can get a better
payoff if she, alone, modifies her strategy [13]. This corresponds to stable states
of the game. Notice that a Nash equilibrium need not exist in general, and is not
necessarily optimal: several equilibria can coexist, possibly with very different
payoffs.

Our contribution. We extend the study of Nash equilibria for reachability ob-
jectives (where the payoff is 1 when the objective is reached, and 0 otherwise)
in the setting of timed games, as defined in [8] (but extended to n players in
the obvious way). Since timed games are non-deterministic, we introduce the
notion of pseudo-Nash equilibrium, in which non-determinism is solved “optimally”
(i.e., only the best outcome is considered). This corresponds to letting the players
“optimally” solve non-determinism, in such a way that they have no incentive to
change their choice.

As is usual in the timed setting, we rely on a region-based abstraction, which
in our context is a finite concurrent game. In order to prove that the abstraction
preserves Nash equilibria, we define a characterization of Nash equilibria in
(possibly infinite-state) concurrent games. This characterization is built on the
new concept of repellor sets : the repellor set for a subset A of agents is, roughly,
the set of states from which players in A will not be winning in any Nash
equilibrium. We explain how to compute those sets, and how they can be used
to characterize Nash equilibria.

We also use repellor sets to effectively compute Nash equilibria in finite games,
which solves open problems in the setting of equilibria in finite games and gives
a complete solution to our original problem.

Related work. Nash equilibria (and other related solution concepts such as
subgame-perfect equilibria, secure equilibria, ...) have recently been studied
in the setting of (untimed) games played on a graph [6, 7, 14, 16–19]. Most of
them, however, focus on turn-based games. In the setting of concurrent games,
mixed strategies (i.e., strategies involving probabilistic choices) are arguably more
relevant than pure (i.e., non-randomized) strategies. However, adding probabili-
ties to timed strategies (over both delays and actions) involves several important
technical issues (even in zero-sum non-probabilistic timed games), and we defer
the study of mixed-strategy Nash equilibria in timed games to future works.

For lack of space, only sketches of proofs are given in the paper. Full proofs
can be found in [5].

2 Preliminaries

We begin with defining concurrent games and Nash equilibria.

2.1 Concurrent Games

A transition system is a 2-tuple S = ⟨States,Edg⟩ where States is a (possibly
uncountable) set of states and Edg ⊆ States× States is the set of transitions.
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Given a transition system S, a path � in S is a non-empty sequence (si)0≤i<n
(where n ∈ ℕ ∪ {+∞}) of states of S such that (si, si+1) ∈ Edg for all i < n− 1.
The length of �, denoted by ∣�∣, is n − 1. The set of finite paths (also called
histories in the sequel) of S is denoted by1 HistS , the set of infinite paths (also
called plays) of S is denoted by PlayS , and PathS = HistS ∪ PlayS is the set of
paths of S. Given a path � = (si)0≤i<n and an integer j < n, the j-th prefix of �,
denoted by �≤j , is the finite path (si)0≤i<j+1. If � = (si)0≤i<n is a history, we
write last(�) = s∣�∣.

We extend the definition of concurrent games given e.g. in [2] with non-
determinism:

Definition 1. A non-deterministic concurrent game is a 7-tuple G = ⟨States,Edg,
Agt,Act,Mov,Tab,≼⟩ in which:

– ⟨States,Edg⟩ is a transition system;
– Agt is a finite set of players (or agents);
– Act is a (possibly uncountable) set of actions;
– Mov : States×Agt→ 2Act∖{∅} is a mapping indicating the actions available

to a given player in a given state;
– Tab : States × ActAgt → 2Edg ∖ {∅} associates, in a given state, a set of

moves of the players with the resulting set of transitions. It is required that
if (s′, s′′) ∈ Tab(s, (mA)A∈Agt), then s′ = s.

– ≼ : Agt → 2States!×States! defines, for each player, a quasi-ordering on the
runs of G, called preference relation. We simply write ≼A for ≼ (A).

In the rest of this paper, we restrict to simple qualitative preference relations
given by reachability conditions for each player. Formally, we assume that the
preference relation is given as a tuple (
A)A∈Agt of sets of states, and is defined
as follows: if a path � visits 
A, then we let vA(�) = 1, otherwise vA(�) = 0;
we then say that path �′ is preferred by Player A over path �, which is written
� ≼A �′, whenever either � = �′ or vA(�) < vA(�′).

A deterministic concurrent game is a concurrent game where Tab(s, (mA)A∈Agt)
is a singleton for every s ∈ States and (mA)A∈Agt with mA ∈ Mov(s,A). A turn-
based game is a concurrent game for which there exists a mapping Owner : States→
Agt such that, for every state s ∈ States, the set Mov(s,A) is a singleton unless
A = Owner(s).

In a non-deterministic concurrent game, from some state s, each player A
selects one action mA among its set Mov(s,A) of allowed actions (the resulting
tuple (mA)A∈Agt, which we may also write mAgt in the sequel, is called a move).
This corresponds to a set of transitions Tab(s, (mA)A∈Agt), one of which is applied
and gives the next state of the game. In the sequel, we abusively write HistG ,
PlayG and PathG for the corresponding set of paths in the underlying transition
system of G. We also write HistG(s), PlayG(s) and PathG(s) for the respective
subsets of paths starting in state s.

1 For this and the coming definitions, we indicate the underlying transition system as
a subscript. This may be omitted in the sequel if no ambiguity may arise.
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Definition 2. Let G be a concurrent game, and A ∈ Agt. A strategy for A
is a mapping �A : Hist → Act such that for any � ∈ Hist it holds �A(�) ∈
Mov(last(�), A).

Given a coalition (i.e., a subset of agents) P ⊆ Agt, a strategy �P for
coalition P is a tuple of strategies, one for each player in P . We write �P =
(�A)A∈P for such a strategy. A strategy profile is a strategy for the coalition Agt.
We write StratAG for the set of strategies of player A in G, and ProfG for the set
of strategy profiles in G.

Notice that we only consider non-randomized (pure) strategies in this paper.
Let G be a concurrent game, P be a coalition, and �P be a strategy for P .

A path � = (sj)0≤j≤∣�∣ is compatible with the strategy �P if, for all k ≤ ∣�∣ − 1,
there exists a move mAgt such that:

– mA ∈ Mov(sk, A) for all A ∈ Agt,
– mA = �A(�≤k) for all A ∈ P ,
– (sk, sk+1) ∈ Tab(sk,mAgt).

We write OutG(�P ) for the set of paths (also called outcomes) in G that are

compatible with strategy �P of coalition P . We write OutfG (resp. Out∞G ) for the
finite (resp. infinite) outcomes, and OutG(s, �P ), OutG(s, �P ) and OutG(s, �P ) for
the respective sets of outcomes of �P with initial state s.

Notice that, in the case of deterministic concurrent games, any strategy profile
has a single infinite outcome. This might not be the case for non-deterministic
concurrent games.

b

a
a

b b

a

Fig. 1. A 3-player turn-based game


A1


A2

⟨a, a⟩
, ⟨b, b

⟩

⟨a, b⟩, ⟨b, a⟩

Fig. 2. A 2-player concurrent game

Example 1. Figure 1 displays an example of a three-player turn-based game.
The shape of a node indicates its owner, and the goal states are those marked
in grey: for instance, Player controls square states, and her objective is to
reach . She cannot achieve this on her own (she has no winning strategy), but

can achieve it with the help of Player (both should play action b).
Figure 2 is a two-player concurrent game: from the left-most state, both

players choose between actions a and b, and the game goes to the top state
(which is a goal state for player A1) if they play the same action, and to the
bottom state otherwise (which is a goal state for player A2).

Given a movemAgt and an actionm′ for some playerB, we writemAgt[B 7→ m′]
for the move nAgt with nA = mA when A ∕= B and nB = m′. This notation is
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extended to strategies in the natural way. In the context of non-zero-sum games,
several notions of equilibria have been defined. We present here a refinement of
Nash equilibria towards non-deterministic concurrent games.

Definition 3. Let G be a non-deterministic concurrent game, and s be a state
of G. A pseudo-Nash equilibrium in G from s is a pair (�Agt, �) where �Agt ∈ ProfG
and � ∈ Out(s, �Agt) is such that for all B ∈ Agt and all �′ ∈ StratB, it holds:

∀�′ ∈ Out(s, �Agt[B 7→ �′]). �′ ≼B �.

Such an outcome � is called an optimal play for the strategy profile �Agt. The pay-
off of a pseudo-Nash equilibrium (�Agt, �) is the function � : Agt→ {0, 1} where
�(A) = 1 if � visits 
A (the objective of Player A), and �(A) = 0 otherwise.

In the case of deterministic games, � is uniquely determined by �Agt, and
pseudo-Nash equilibria coincide with Nash equilibria as defined in [13]: they are
strategy profiles where no player has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from
her strategy.

In the case of non-deterministic games, a strategy profile for an equilibrium
may give rise to several outcomes. The choice of playing the optimal play �
is then made cooperatively by all players: once a strategy profile is fixed, non-
determinism is resolved by all players choosing one of the possible outcomes in
such a way that each player has no incentive to unilaterally changing her choice
(nor her strategy). To our knowledge, this cannot be encoded by adding an extra
player for solving non-determinism. Notice that solution concepts involving an
extra player for solving non-determinism can be handled by our algorithm since
it yields a deterministic game (leading to real Nash equilibria).

Example 1 (cont’d). In the (deterministic) game of Fig. 1, the strategy profile

where all players play a is not a Nash equilibrium from , since player would
better play b and reach her winning state. The profile where they all play b is
a Nash equilibrium. Actually, deterministic turn-based games such as this one
always admit a Nash equilibrium [7].

Now, consider the same game as depicted in Fig. 1, but in which player has
only one action available, say a, which non-deterministically leads to either
or . Then none of the two outcomes and is globally
better than the other one, hence they do not correspond to a pseudo-Nash
equilibrium. The reader can check that, for any strategy profile, there never exists
an optimal play, so that this modified, non-deterministic turn-based game does
not admit any pseudo-Nash equilibrium.

Regarding the concurrent game of Fig. 2, it is easily seen that it also does
not admit a (non-randomized) Nash equilibrium.

2.2 Decision problems

In this paper we are interested in several decision problems related to the
existence of pseudo-Nash equilibria. Let S be a class of concurrent games. In the
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sequel, we consider the following problems: given G = ⟨States,Edg,Agt,Act,Mov,
Tab,≼⟩ a concurrent game in class S with reachability objectives 
A ⊆ States
for every player A, and a state s ∈ States:

Problem 1 (Existence). Does there exists a pseudo-Nash-equilibrium in G from s?

Problem 2 (Verification). Given a payoff � : Agt → {0, 1}, does there exists a
pseudo-Nash-equilibrium in G from s with payoff �?

Problem 3 (Constrained-Existence). Given a constraint (given as a subset P ⊆ Agt
and a function $ : P → {0, 1}), does there exists a pseudo-Nash-equilibrium in G
from s with some payoff � satisfying the constraint (i.e., s.t. �(A) = $(A) for
all A ∈ P )?

Notice that Problems 1 and 2 are trivially logspace-reducible to Problem 3.
Together with these problems, we also consider the corresponding function
problems: for the verification problem (“does the given payoff vector correspond
to some equilibrium?”), the function problem asks to build a strategy profile
that is an equilibrium for this payoff. For the other two problems, the function
problem asks to compute a possible payoff function, and a corresponding strategy
profile.

3 Qualitative Nash Equilibria

We now explain a procedure to describe pseudo-Nash equilibria in our setting.
To this aim, we introduce the notion of repellor sets.

3.1 The repellor sets

Definition 4. We define the set of suspect players for an edge e = (s, s′) given
a move mAgt, which we denote with SuspG(e,mAgt), as the set:

{B ∈ Agt ∣ ∃m′ ∈ Mov(s,B) s.t. e ∈ Tab(s,mAgt[B 7→ m′])}.

We extend this notion to a finite path � = (sp)p≤∣�∣ given strategies �Agt as
follows:

Susp(�, �Agt) =
∩
p<∣�∣

Susp((sp, sp+1), (�A(�≤p))A∈Agt).

Intuitively, Player B is suspect for an edge e, given a move mAgt, whenever she
can unilaterally change her action (while the other actions are unchanged) and
take edge e. Notice that if e ∈ Tab(s,mAgt), then Susp(e,mAgt) = Agt. Player B
is then suspect for a finite path �, given a tuple of strategies �Agt, whenever she
has a strategy to enforce path � under the strategies (�A)A∈Agt∖{B} of the other
players.

Lemma 5. Given �Agt ∈ Prof and � ∈ Hist, the following three propositions are
equivalent:
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(i) B ∈ Susp(�, �Agt)

(ii) ∃�′ ∈ StratB . � ∈ Outf (�Agt[B 7→ �′])

(iii) � ∈ Outf ((�A)A∈Agt∖{B})

We now define the central notion of this paper, namely the repellor sets.

Definition 6. Let G be a non-deterministic concurrent game. Given a subset P ⊆
Agt, the repellor set of P , denoted by RepG(P ), is defined inductively on P as
follows: as the base case, RepG(∅) = States; Then, assuming that RepG(P ′) has
been defined for all P ′ ⊊ P , we let RepG(P ) be the largest set2 satisfying the
following two conditions:

∙ ∀A ∈ P. RepG(P ) ∩
A = ∅ (1)

∙ ∀s ∈ RepG(P ). ∃mAgt ∈ ActAgt. ∀s′ ∈ States.

s′ ∈ RepG(P ∩ SuspG((s, s′),mAgt)) (2)

Intuitively, from a state in RepG(P ), the players can cooperate in order to stay
in this repellor set (thus never satisfying the objectives of players in P ) in such a
way that breaking the cooperation does not help fulfilling one’s objective.

Lemma 7. If P ⊆ P ′, then Rep(P ′) ⊆ Rep(P ).

Remark 8. Because deterministic turn-based games are determined, they enjoy
the property that Rep({A}) = States∖Win({A}), where Win({A}) is the set of
states from which player A has a winning strategy for reaching her objective
against the coalition Agt ∖ {A}. Notice that this does not hold in concurrent
games: in the game depicted on Fig. 2, the initial state is neither in the repellor
set nor in the winning set of any player.

The sets of secure moves for staying in Rep(P ) is defined as:

SecureG(s, P ) = {(mi)Ai∈Agt ∈ ActAgt ∣ ∀s′ ∈ States.

s′ ∈ Rep(P ∩ Susp((s, s′),mAgt))

We define the transition system SG(P ) = (States,Edg′) as follows: (s, s′) ∈ Edg′

iff there exists some mAgt ∈ Secure(s, P ) such that (s, s′) ∈ Tab(s,mAgt). Note in
particular that any s ∈ Rep(P ) has an outgoing transition in SG(P ).

Example 2. In the game of Fig. 1, state is in the repellor set of { , } and

of { , } but not in that of { , }. Intuitively, from that state, Player can
prevent one of the other two players to reach her objective, but not both of them
at the same time. It can be checked that Rep({ , }) = { ; ; ; }.

Looking now at the same game but with non-determinism in state , the
repellor sets are different; in particular, state is no longer in Rep({ }) nor in

Rep({ }).
2 This is uniquely defined since if two sets satisfy both conditions, then so does their

union.
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Fig. 3. S({ , }) for the det. game Fig. 4. S({ }) for the non-det. game

3.2 Using the repellor to characterize (pseudo-)Nash equilibria

We now draw the link between the repellor sets and (pseudo-)Nash equilibria.

Lemma 9. Let P ⊆ Agt, and s ∈ States. Then s ∈ Rep(P ) if and only if there
exists an infinite path � in S(P ) starting from s.

Repellor sets characterize those states from which one can find equilibria that
avoid the reachability objectives of players in P :

Proposition 10. Let P ⊆ Agt, and � ∈ Play(s) be an infinite play with initial
state s. Then � is a path in S(P ) if and only if there exists �Agt ∈ Prof such that

� ∈ Out(s, �Agt) and for all B ∈ P and all �′ ∈ StratB it holds:

∀� ∈ Out(s, �Agt[B 7→ �′]). � does not visit 
B .

Theorem 11. Let G = ⟨States,Edg,Agt,Act,Mov,Tab,≼⟩ be a concurrent game,
with reachability objectives 
A ⊆ States for each player A ∈ Agt, and s ∈ States.
There is a pseudo-Nash equilibrium from s with payoff � iff, letting P be the set
{A ∈ Agt ∣ �(A) = 0}, there is an infinite path � in S(P ) which starts in s and
which visits 
A for every A not in P . Furthermore, � is the optimal play of some
pseudo-Nash equilibrium.

This gives a generic procedure to decide the existence of pseudo-Nash equilibria
in non-deterministic concurrent games. It is not effective yet (remember that we
allow uncountably-infinite games), but will yield algorithms when instantiated
on finite games and timed games in the forthcoming sections.

Proof (of Theorem 11). (⇒) Let (�Agt, �) be a pseudo-Nash equilibrium: �Agt is
a strategy profile, and � ∈ Out(s, �Agt) is such that for any player B and any
strategy �′ for B, it holds

∀�′ ∈ Out(s, �Agt[B 7→ �′]). �′ visits 
B ⇒ � visits 
B .

Moreover, � visits 
B iff B /∈ P . According to Proposition 10, � must be a path
in the transition system S(P ).

(⇐) Let � be an infinite path in S(P ) such that for every B /∈ P , � visits some
state in 
B. According to Proposition 10, there is a strategy profile such that
� is one of its outcomes and if any player A ∈ P deviates, no outcome visits 
A.
Together with �, this forms a pseudo-Nash equilibrium. ⊓⊔
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Theorem 11 gives a (necessary and sufficient) condition for the existence of
a pseudo-Nash equilibrium in a game. In case an equilibrium exists, repellor
sets (and the corresponding transition systems) also contain all the necessary
information for effectively computing a pseudo-Nash equilibrium:

Proposition 12. If � is an infinite path in S(P ) from s visiting 
B for ev-
ery B /∈ P , then there is a pseudo-Nash equilibrium (�Agt, �) where strategies �Agt
consist in playing secure moves in the transition system S(P ∩ P ′), for some P ′.

Proof (Sketch). The strategy profile should contain � as one of its outcomes,
which can be done by selecting the relevant moves from S(P ). Now, if the play
ever gets outside of � but still in Rep(P ) (which may occur because of non-
determinism, or because some player, who would have won, has deviated from her
strategy), then the strategy profile should select secure moves to stay in this set.
Finally, if the history exits Rep(P ), this indicates that (at least) one player in P
is trying to deviate from her selected strategy. The strategy profile must ensure
that she cannot win: this is achieved by detecting the set P ′ of players who may
be responsible for the deviation, and play secure moves in S(P ∩ P ′). ⊓⊔

Example 3. For the game of Fig. 1, consider for instance the transition system
S({ , }), which is depicted on Fig. 3. There are two infinite paths from state ;
they correspond to the outcomes of the two Nash equilibria in the game of Fig. 1,
both of which have payoff ( 7→ 0, 7→ 1, 7→ 0).

In the same game with non-determinism in state , the transition system
S({ , }) can be checked to contain no edges, so that there is no pseudo-Nash

equilibria with payoff ( 7→ 0, 7→ 1, 7→ 0). Now, if we look at S({ }), which
is depicted at Fig. 4, there are four possible infinite paths in this transition
system, but none of them visits both and . It does not give us a pseudo-Nash
equilibrium and in fact there is none in this game.

4 Application to finite games

In this section, we apply the previous generic procedure to finite concurrent
games. We consider four classes of finite concurrent games: ℭnd is the whole class
of finite concurrent non-deterministic games, ℭd is the restriction to deterministic
games, TBnd is the restriction to turn-based games, and TBd is the intersection
of ℭd and TBnd.

We also consider subclasses where the number of players is bounded a pri-
ori, and thus is not taken into account in the complexity. Our results can be
summarized as follows (in grey are previously known results [7, Corollary 1]3):

3 The results in [17] concern parity objectives, and do not encompass reachability
objectives.
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ℭnd, ℭd, TBnd TBd

bounded general bounded general

Existence P-c. NP-c. True True

Verification P-c. NP-c. P-c. NP-c.

Constr. Ex. P-c. NP-c. P-c. NP-c.

These results all follow from the following Proposition:

Proposition 13. 1. The following problems are P-hard with bounded number
of players and NP-hard in the general case:
(a) checking that a payoff � corresponds to a Nash equilibrium in TBd;
(b) deciding the existence of a pseudo-Nash equilibrium in TBnd;
(c) deciding the existence of a Nash equilibrium in ℭd.

2. Solving the constrained-existence problem in ℭnd is in P for a bounded number
of players, and in NP in the general case.

Proof (Sketch of proof). P- and NP-hardness results are obtained by straightfor-
ward encodings of the CIRCUIT-VALUE and 3SAT problems, respectively.

The NP algorithm for the constrained existence problem is obtained by first
guessing the payoff function, and then checking that Theorem 11 holds. This is
achieved by guessing a sequence of states in S(P ), and checking that it is indeed a
path in S(P ) and that it visits the correct sets in 
Agt. A naive implementation of
this procedure runs in exponential time (because computing S(P ) may require the
computation of intermediate sets Rep(P ∩ P ′) for many subsets P ′ of Agt, which
may result in up to 2∣P ∣ computation steps), but using non-determinism, we can
select polynomially many intermediate repellor sets that must be computed.
The procedure thus runs in non-deterministic polynomial time.

In the case where the number of agents is bounded, the naive approach above
is already polynomial, and the number of payoff functions is also polynomial.
We can then enumerate all payoff functions, build the transition system S(P )
for each of them, and check the existence of a “witness” path in this transition
system. ⊓⊔

Remark 14. In the case of turn-based games, the set of suspects is always either
empty, or a singleton, or the whole set of players. As a consequence, the naive
implementation of the procedure above will not result in computing 2∣P ∣ repellor
sets, but only ∣P ∣. The global algorithm still runs in NP, because finding a path
in S(P ) with several reachability constraints is NP-complete.

5 Application to timed games

5.1 Definitions of timed games

A valuation over a finite set of clocks X is an application v : X → ℝ+. If v is a
valuation and t ∈ ℝ+, then v + t is the valuation that assigns to each x ∈ X the
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value v(x) + t. If v is a valuation and Y ⊆ X, then [Y ← 0]v is the valuation
that assigns 0 to each y ∈ Y and v(x) to each x ∈ X ∖ Y . A clock constraint
over X is a formula built on the grammar: ℭ(X) ∋ g ::= x ∼ c ∣ g ∧ g, where
x ranges over X, ∼ ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, and c is an integer. The semantics of clock
constraints over valuations is natural, and we omit it.

We now define the notion of timed games that we will use in this paper.
Our definition follows that of [8].

Definition 15. A timed game is a 7-tuple G = ⟨Loc, X, Inv,Trans,Agt,Owner,≼⟩
where:

– Loc is a finite set of locations;
– X is a finite set of clocks;
– Inv : Loc→ ℭ(X) assigns an invariant to each location;
– Trans ⊆ Loc× ℭ(clocks)× 2X × Loc is the set of transitions;
– Agt is a finite set of agents (or players);
– Owner : Trans→ Agt assigns an agent to each transition;
– ≼ : Agt→ 2(States×ℝ+)!×(States×ℝ+)! defines, for each player, a quasi-ordering

on the runs of G, called preference relation.

As in the previous sections, we restrict here to the case where ≼ is given in terms
of reachability objectives (
A)A∈Agt, with 
A ⊆ Loc for each A ∈ Agt.

A timed game is played as follows: a state of the game is a pair (ℓ, v) where ℓ
is a location and v is a clock valuation, provided that v ∣= Inv(ℓ). From each state
(starting from an initial state s0 = (ℓ,0), where 0 maps each clock to zero and is
assumed to satisfy Inv(ℓ)), each player A chooses a nonnegative real number d
and a transition �, with the intended meaning that she wants to delay for d time
units and then fire transition �. There are several (natural) restrictions on these
choices:

– spending d time units in ℓ must be allowed4 i.e., v + d ∣= Inv(ℓ);
– � = (ℓ, g, z, ℓ′) belongs to player A, i.e., Owner(�) = A;
– the transition is firable after d time units (i.e., v + d ∣= g), and the invariant

is satisfied when entering ℓ′ (i.e., [z ← 0](v + d) ∣= Inv(ℓ′)).

If (and only if) there is no such possible choice for some player A (e.g. if no
transition from ℓ belongs to A), then she chooses a special move, denoted by ⊥.

Given the set of choices mAgt of all the players, with mA ∈ (ℝ+×Trans)∪{⊥},
a player B such that dB = min{dA ∣ A ∈ Agt and mA = (dA, �A)} is selected
(non-deterministically), and the corresponding transition �B is applied, leading
to a new state (ℓ′, [z ← 0](v + d)).

This semantics can naturally be expressed in terms of an infinite-state non-
deterministic concurrent game. Timed games inherit the notions of history,
play, path, strategy, profile, outcome and (pseudo-)Nash equilibrium via this
correspondence.

4 Formally, this should be written v + d′ ∣= Inv(ℓ) for all 0 ≤ d′ ≤ d, but this is
equivalent to having only v ∣= Inv(ℓ) and v + d ∣= Inv(ℓ) since invariants are convex.
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In the sequel, we consider only non-blocking timed games, i.e., timed games
in which, for any reachable state (ℓ, v), at least one player has an allowed action:∏

A∈Agt

Mov((ℓ, v), A) ∕= {(⊥)A∈Agt}.

5.2 Computing pseudo-Nash equilibria in timed games

Let G = ⟨Loc, X, Inv,Trans,Agt,Owner,≼⟩ be a timed game, where ≼ is given
in terms of reachability objectives (
A)A∈Agt. In this section, we explain how
pseudo-Nash equilibria can be computed in such reachability timed games, using
Theorem 11. This relies on the classical notion of regions [1], which we assume
the reader is familiar with.

We define the region game ℛ = ⟨Statesℛ,Edgℛ,Agt,Actℛ,Movℛ,Tabℛ,≼ℛ⟩
as follows:

– Statesℛ = {(ℓ, r) ∈ Loc×ℜ ∣ r ∣= Inv(ℓ)}, where ℜ is the set of clock regions;
– Edgℛ is the set of transitions of the region automaton underlying G;
– Actℛ = {(r, p, �) ∣ r ∈ ℜ, p ∈ {1; 2; 3} and � ∈ Trans} ∪ {⊥};
– Movℛ : Statesℛ × Agt→ 2Actℛ ∖ {∅} is such that

Movℛ((ℓ, r), A) = {(r′, p, �) ∣ r′ ∈ Succ(r), r′ ∣= Inv(ℓ),

p ∈ {1; 2; 3} if r′ is time-elapsing, else p = 1,

� = (ℓ, g, z, ℓ′) ∈ Trans is such that r′ ∣= g

and [z ← 0]r′ ∣= Inv(ℓ′)and Owner(�) = A}

if it is non-empty, and Movℛ((ℓ, r), A) = {⊥} otherwise. Roughly, the index p
allows the players to say if they want to play first, second or later if their
region is selected.

– Tabℛ : Statesℛ×ActℛAgt → 2Edgℛ ∖{∅} is such that for every (ℓ, r) ∈ Statesℛ
and every mAgt ∈

∏
A∈Agt Movℛ((ℓ, r), A), if we write r′ for5 min{rA ∣ mA =

(rA, pA, �A)} and p′ for min{pA ∣ mA = (r′, pA, �A)},

Tabℛ((ℓ, r),mAgt) = {((ℓ, r), (ℓB , [zB ← 0]rB)) ∣
mB = (rB , pB , �B) with rB = r′, pB = p′ and �B = (ℓ, gB , zB , ℓB)}.

– The preference relation ≼ℛ is defined in terms of reachability objectives for
each player, where the set of objectives (
′i)Ai∈Agt (
′A)A∈Agt is defined, for
each A ∈ Agt, as 
′A = {(ℓ, r) ∣ ℓ ∈ 
A, r ∈ ℜ}.

Proposition 16. Let G be a timed game, and ℛ its associated region game. Then
there is a pseudo-Nash equilibrium in G from (s,0) iff there is a pseudo-Nash
equilibria in ℛ from (s, [0]), where [0] is the region associated to 0. Furthermore,
this equivalence is constructive.

5 This is well-defined for two reasons: first, not all mi’s may be ⊥, since we consider
non-blocking games; second, the set of regions appearing in a move from (ℓ, r) only
contains successors of r, and is then totally ordered.
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Proof (Sketch of proof). The proof is in three steps: we first define a kind of
generic simulation relation between games, which gives information on their
respective repellor sets and transition systems:

Lemma 17. Consider two games G and G′ involving the same set of agents,
with preference relations defined in terms of reachability conditions (
A)A∈Agt
and (
′A)A∈Agt, respectively. Assume that there exists a binary relation ⊲ between
states of G and states of G′ such that, if s ⊲ s′, then:

1. if s′ ∈ 
′A then s ∈ 
A for any A ∈ Agt;
2. for all move mAgt in G, there exists a move m′Agt in G′ such that:

∙ for any t′ in G′, there is t ⊲ t′ in G s.t. Susp((s′, t′),m′Agt) ⊆ Susp((s, t),mAgt);

∙ for any (s, t) in Tab(s,mAgt), there is a (s′, t′) in Tab(s′,m′Agt) s.t. t ⊲ t′.

Then for any P ⊆ Agt and for any s and s′ such that s ⊲ s′, it holds:

1. if s is in RepG(P ), then s′ is in RepG′(P );
2. for any (s, t) ∈ EdgRep, there exists (s′, t′) in Edg′Rep s.t. t ⊲ t′, where EdgRep

and Edg′Rep are the set of edges in the transition systems SG(P ) and SG′(P ),
respectively.

It remains to show that a timed game and its associated region game simulate
one another in the sense of Lemma 17, which entail that they have the same sets
of repellors. This is achieved by defining two functions �, mapping moves in G to
equivalent moves in ℛ, and �, mapping moves in ℛ to equivalent moves in G, in
such a way that v ⊲ r iff r is the region containing v. Theorem 11 concludes the
proof. ⊓⊔

Because the region game ℛ has size exponential in the size of G, we get:

Theorem 18. The constrained existence problem (and thus the existence- and
verification problems) in timed game can be solved in EXPTIME.

Remark 19. Given a pseudo-Nash equilibrium (�Agt, �) in the region game, we can
obtain one in the timed game for the same payoff vector. Assume that (�Agt, �) is
a pseudo-Nash equilibrium in ℛ. Given a history ℎ in G and its projection proj(ℎ)
in ℛ, if (�A(proj(ℎ)))A∈Agt = (rA, pA, �A)A∈Agt is a secure move in ℛ, then so is
(�A)A∈Agt = �(last(ℎ), (�A(proj(ℎ)))A∈Agt), where � is the function used in the
proof of Proposition 16 to simulate moves from ℛ in G. Moreover, there exists
a play �′ ∈ Out((ℓ, v), (�A)A∈Agt) such that proj(�′) = �, therefore the payoff
function for these two plays is the same. Hence ((�A)A∈Agt), �

′) is a pseudo-Nash
equilibrium in the timed game.

Our algorithm is optimal, as we prove EXPTIME-hardness of our problems:

Proposition 20. The constrained-existence and verification problems for de-
terministic turn-based timed games with at least two clocks and two players is
EXPTIME-hard. The existence problem is EXPTIME-hard for concurrent timed
games (with at least two clocks and two players).
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A2 
A1

0 < x < 1 0 < x < 1

Fig. 5. A timed game with no equilibria (the solid transition belongs to the first player,
the dashed one to the second one).

This is proved by encoding countdown games [11]. The second part of the
Proposition requires the use of a timed game with no equilibria; an example of
such a game is depicted on Fig. 5.

Remark 21. Since deterministic turn-based timed games yield deterministic turn-
based region games, they always admit a Nash equilibrium.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have described a procedure to compute qualitative pseudo-Nash
equilibria in multi-player concurrent (possibly non-deterministic) games with
reachability objectives. The development of this procedure has required technical
tools as the repellor sets, which can be seen as an alternative to the classical
attractor sets for computing equilibria in games. We have applied this procedure
to finite concurrent games and to timed games, yielding concrete algorithms
to compute equilibria in those games. We have furthermore proved that those
algorithms have optimal complexities.

Multiple extensions of this work are rather natural:

– First we would like to apply the generic procedure to other classes of systems,
for instance to pushdown games [20]. Note that we are not aware of any
result on the computation of equilibria in pushdown games.

– Then our procedure only applies to reachability objectives for every player.
It would be interesting to adapt it to other !-regular winning objectives. This
is a priori non-trivial as this will require developing new tools (the repellor
sets are dedicated to reachability objectives).

– We have applied our procedure to concurrent games as defined e.g. in [2],
where the transition table of the game is given in extensive form (for each
tuple of possible actions, there is an entry in a table). In [12], a more compact
way of representing concurrent game is proposed, which assumes a symbolic
representation of the transition table. It would be interesting to study how
this does impact on the complexity of the computation of Nash equilibria. In
particular the argument for having an NP algorithm (Proposition 13) does
not hold anymore.

– Finally other notions of equilibria (subgame-perfect equilibria, secure equi-
libria, etc) could be investigated, and extensions of concurrent games with
probabilities could also be investigated.
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